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Abstract: The article investigates systems, which represent a modern and popular 

approach to Virtual Reality and controlling systems. We would like to focus on low-cost 

motion sensors used in applications which are oriented on object tracking and gesture 

recognition. There are various types of sensors. Some of them measure the infrared light 

reflected from the opposing surface, previously emitted by the device in to gather 

information about any movement in the observed environment. Another way how to 

recognize not only a moving object present in the environment, but also its gestures and 

further characteristics of the movement is to use the Kinect. Therefore, we included Kinect 

also in our research. There is also a sensoric device called Leap Motion, which is specially 

developed to analyze gestures of human hands and track their motion with very high 

accuracy. We will provide pros and cons of every mentioned type of sensors or sensoric 

devices. Our aim is to summarize specific characteristics of mentioned devices to evaluate 

their ability to be beneficial in the recently very intensively expanding IoT sector. 

Considering new trends, we decided to focus on low cost sensors in to make our research 

more relevant also for small businesses and start-ups whose initiative leads to further 

development of sensoric soloutions and involving them in IoT. We decided to include also 

Myo Armband. It uses eight electromyography sensors, combined with a gyroscope and an 

accelerometer to sense electrical activity produced by the muscles of the forearm. Of the 

multiple programming environments available, we decided to compare and evaluate three 

programming engines most frequently used for programming applications processing 

sensoric data. For gaming purposes, the Unreal and Unity 3D engines are the most 

frequent. For robotics, medicine or for industrial purposes usually LabVIEW is the best 

choice. In this, we compare the aforementioned three programming environments using 

different algorithms, utilizing the three motion controllers, and we discuss their 

(dis)advantages and programming perspectives. 
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1 Introduction 

As a motion controller, Kinect provides an intuitive way of controlling a 

computer, eliminating the need of a keyboard, a mouse or other input devices. It 

can track up to six people simultaneously and adjust its microphone field, so it can 

recognize the talking person. This low-cost device has changed the meaning of 

computer control. However, from our point of view, the main disadvantage of 

Kinect is its field of view. This can be partly solved by using a Leap Motion 

device, which – similarly to Kinect – employs reflected infrared light. Though it is 

not able to track the entire body, only the hands, it can recognize gestures and 

moves at a high-level, including real-time reactions. A combination of Kinect with 

Leap Motion could upgrade the sensed area and allow high-precision hand 

tracking, close to the sensor [1]. Since a direct view of the sensors (using the 

infrared spectrum) is required, they mainly recognize gestures. That is why current 

research focuses on the ability to track the user, to allow him/her to turn back or 

sideways to the sensors and have gesture recognition still sufficiently accurate. In 

addition to infrared light measurement, another possibility is to use 

electromyographic sensors, gyroscopes or accelerometers affixed directly to the 

human body [2]. An example of such a peripheral device, utilizing the 

aforementioned technologies, is the Myo Armband. From our point of view, 

combining low-cost sensors, such as Myo Armband, Kinect and Leap Motion, can 

result in tracking users to a distance of up to 4 meters and reliably recognize 

gestures even in case of poor visibility. Moreover, such a combination may lead to 

integration with CAVE systems (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment), 

representing a fully immersive virtual reality system [3]. To exploit their full 

potential, one has to evaluate the accuracy of the sensors in the available 

programming environments (including sensor control features). CAVE consists of 

several subsystems, in fact separate agents, working in parallel with a huge 

amount of data [4]. Currently, the market offers several possibilities. To select the 

optimal movement recognition technology and user’s gestures is as important as to 

choose corresponding development environment. It is important to consider also 

its reliability, availability of plugins and updates. Our first two choices were the 

Unreal and Unity engines, both mostly used in computer games and entertainment 

applications. These softwares are ideal for households and for private purposes; 

however, they are not sufficient for industrial purposes. Therefore, our third 

choice was LabVIEW, a programming environment preferred in the industry and 

robotics [5]. In this paper, we evaluate these three programming engines using 

small applications created to control three motion sensors, focusing on their 

effectiveness as well as their user-friendliness [6]. 
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2 Motion Sensors 

As already stated, current research is aimed at creating a sensor network, 

consisting of several various sensors employing infrared light. Notable examples 

of infrared depth sensors include Kinect, DUO3D, Intel Realsense, Leap Motion 

and, in case of outdoor environment analysis, Fotonic [7]. Of these, we selected 

Kinect and Leap Motion, being low-cost devices and, as stated in [8] and [9], their 

data may be combined in a complementary way. From Kinect data, we generate 

3D images of the target, while Leap Motion data allow accurate tracking of hands 

and fingers. Authors of [10] discuss a combination of Kinect and Leap Motion, 

testing their accuracy and reliability in ASL (American Sign Language) gesture 

recognition. From user view, we focus on research on sensors that are radiating 

infrared light spectrum. It is important to examine the reliability and accuracy of 

current motion sensors in order to increase their quality. There are projects like 

DMF (Deformable Model Fitting), an algorithm for 3D face recognition using 

Kinect to classify mimics with maximum probability, or the Microsoft Avatar 

Kinect tool, imitating the user, including his/her facial expressions. Motion 

sensors like Kinect has a high potential of utilization in virtual reality, 

environment analysis, and – using a combination of sensors and state-of-the-art 

technology – even in health-care. It is used by therapists to help people with 

various physical disabilities who tend to lack enthusiasm for physical exercise. 

Games and other physical activities based on Kinect motivate patients to move 

more and have fun while doing exercises. Another well-known use is Adora1, an 

operation assistant controlled by voice and hand gestures, enabling surgeons to 

access patient data. The Virtualrehab project uses Kinect or Leap Motion to track 

and capture movements of patients and allows them to play games. Patients can do 

physical exercises by playing games using Leap Motion – to train hands – or 

Kinect – to train their entire body. Such games focus on balance, coordination and 

posture of the patient and they use customized rehabilitation programs to treat 

physical health problems. Kinteract software, utilizing motion-based games in the 

rehabilitation process, is described in [11]. The added value resides in providing a 

motion sensor server that supports a growing array of motion sensors and merges 

their data into a single protocol. Authors interconnect Kinect, Leap Motion and 

Orbotix Sphero devices2. In this combination of sensors, Orbotix Sphero is a 

hand-held durable” robotic ball”, with a diameter less than 12cm and weight of 

200g, communicating with devices compatible with iOS, Android and Windows. 

Sphero is a low-cost device to be controlled by other devices; however, it can also 

be used as a controller due to the powerful integrated IMU (Inertial Measurement 

Unit). Sphero can be used as a motion sensor thanks to its gyroscope and 

                                                           
1  Adora homepage, http://adora-med.com/. 
2  Sphero homepage, http://www.sphero.com/. 

http://adora-med.com/
http://www.sphero.com/
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accelerometer sensors. It is programmable within Lightning Lab, which allows 

programming Sphero with a compatible device. 

2.1 Infrared Motion Sensors 

Infrared technology is utilized within the Leap Motion sensor to track one or both 

hands in a fast and accurate fashion. It usually monitors space from the top of a 

desk, in a range of 25 mm and 600 mm. As a great advantage, it may be attached 

to virtual reality headsets, most often Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. The device 

recognizes simple gestures, hand movements and their location at 200 Hz. In order 

to get the relative location of the tracking point, Leap Motion utilizes frames, 

subsequently placing this point into the Cartesian coordinate system. It contains 

three infrared LEDs and two infrared cameras. When sensing the environment, it 

immediately sends coordinate data via USB and calculates the framed scene [12]. 

Since Leap Motion was released with an SDK (Software Development Kit), it is 

possible to merge it with the fields of view of other motion controllers, such as the 

Kinect – in case of the latter, it is up to 150×120°. 

2.2 Sensor Combinations in Gaming Controllers 

Kinect is a well-known motion controller created as a combination of several 

sensors in a single device. Microsoft unexpectedly stopped producing Kinect 2018 

25th October and sold Apple's patent3. Apple has already integrated it into the 

iPhone X. The modified Kinect in this smartphone is placed in the upper ramp and 

uses it on FaceID. FaceID emits 30,000 infrared beams and monitors their return 

time to measure depth and recognize the user4. Kinect was produced in two 

versions: Kinect 360 and Kinect v2. Authors of [13] directed their attention to 

these sensors, confirming that Kinect v2 is more accurate and has better 

parameters in comparison with the first-generation sensor (see Table 1). Authors 

of [14] described an experiment leading to the conclusion that the main technical 

advantage of v2 over v1 was that it provided better resolution. This was achieved 

through distance measurement performed for each pixel of the captured depth 

maps, allowing more accurate detection of small objects and better color images 

[15]. In general, Kinect is a combination of an infrared depth camera, a color 

camera and a microphone array of four microphones. Thanks to the microphone 

array, Kinect can recognize the talking person even if there are more users in front 

of it and it can be controlled by voice as well. Kinect can sense up to six users 

together and it is able to recognize 26 joints per person. 

                                                           
3 Microsoft kills Kinect, Stop manufacturing it, http://www.theverge.com/. 
4 Kinect is officially dead. Really. Offcially. It’s dead, http://www.polygon.com/. 

http://www.sphero.com/
http://www.sphero.com/
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Table 1 

Comparison of Kinect sensors 

 Kinect 360 Kinect v2 

RGB camera (pixels)/(Hz) 1280×1024/15 1920×1080/15 or 30 

Depth camera (pixels) 640×480 512×424 

Min. depth (m) 0.8 0.5 

Max. depth (m) 4 4 

Tilt motor Yes No 

Horizontal Field of View (°) 57 70 

Vertical Field of View 43 60 

Defined skeleton joints 20 26 

Full tracked skeletons 2 6 

USB version 2.0 3.0 

Originally, Kinect was produced as part of the Xbox game console; however, 

following a massive demand from users, Microsoft developed Kinect for 

Windows [16]. Similarly, other controllers like Playstation Move or Nintendo Wii 

were produced, mostly to control games and other devices. Readers interested in 

virtual reality are advised to check the very innovative sensor combinations 

available in the Oculus Rift and Oculus Touch devices. Authors of [17] published 

an interactive virtual museum, combining Oculus Rift and Kinect, allowing hand 

gestures. In case of Oculus Touch, the user must hold a pair of controllers and 

push their buttons. In [18], Kinect and Nintendo Wii were compared, focusing on 

their possibilities for home use, as a rehabilitation tool. Participants tested the 

devices for ten weeks during their rehabilitation process and finally inclined to use 

Kinect for their future rehabilitation. 

2.3 Wearable Motion Sensors 

Sensors using infrared light to monitor the users ‘moves and gestures need direct 

visibility [19]. On the other hand, Myo Armband monitors forearm muscles with 

the help of eight electromyographs: the user puts this device on his/her dominant 

arm, similarly to a bracelet, right below the elbow. The muscle sensor cooperates 

with a nine-axis inertial measure unit, a three-axis accelerometer and a gyroscopic 

sensor. Then, on the skin surface, the device measures the EMG signal known as 

MUAP (Motor Unit Action Potential), created by multiple small muscle strings. 

Myo Armband monitors the skin surface at a frequency of 200 Hz [20], while the 

IMU works at 50 Hz. Myo Armband does not provide RAW EMG data since it 

only offers the user classified output. Data are processed by algorithms within 

Myo Armband. The classified output of Myo Armband shows which gesture 

corresponds to the sensed signal. Currently, the set of available gestures includes 

wave in/out, spread fingers, fist and hand in relaxed position. RAW data are 

available through the Myo Data Capture application. To its advantage, Myo 
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Armband is compatible with almost every platform, including MS Windows, iOS 

or Android from version 4.3. However, it can connect only to low energy 

Bluetooth 4.1, using a unique USB dongle. Currently, the official release does not 

provide support for Linux, though Myo community developers released 

PyoConnect to access Myo Armband devices. In [21], it was experimentally 

combined with Kinect. The authors claim that the connection was established 

without any issues. Myoware, similarly to Myo Armband, is a wearable sensor 

measuring EMG muscle signals [22]. This sensor has neither an accelerometer nor 

a gyroscope. However, it provides both standard and RAW EMG output. The lack 

of a case or cover makes it an attractive sensor; it provides various connection 

options, such as the Cable Shield for more cables, the Proto Shield for a prototype 

board, the Power Shield for batteries and the Mighty Master Shield. The Master 

Shield contains LEDs indicating the intensity of muscle workout. A great 

advantage of Myoware is that it can be easily combined with other sensors. Thus, 

it is possible to create special “costumes” reacting to muscle activity or it is 

possible to create a unique prosthesis. Moreover, Myoware is an Arduino-

compatible sensor, providing many opportunities, e.g. to sense any muscle of the 

human body. On the other hand, Myoware needs a permanent connection via 

cable. The aim of the current research is to accomplish an accurate combination of 

low-cost sensors, requiring wireless as well as case-covered sensors. Therefore, 

we used Myo Armband to experimentally evaluate the programming engines 

described in this study. 

2.4 Comparison of Selected Motion Sensors 

In [23], the authors tested these three sensors in 250 applications and they 

analysed 15 common gestures. The main disadvantage of Myo Armband, 

compared to Leap Motion is that while Myo Armband enables a limited set of 

gestures, resulting in a more consistent use of gestures across applications. Leap 

Motion enables a wider range of gestures and hence it provides greater variability 

of gestures. Gestures involving fingers and hand movements are less commonly 

used in Microsoft Kinect application due to its current hand-tracking limitations. 

The experiment was not focused on testing security matters (e.g. intrusion 

detection) of the respective sensors [24]. We tested these sensors in our 

experiment [25] to evaluate the recognition effectiveness of gestures: pointing, 

waving, hand rotation, fist gesture and fist rotation. The results of the experiment 

are available in Figure 1, displayed by gestures and sensors. Figure 1 also shows 

the percentage of recognition accuracy for all sensors. The following sections 

discuss achieved results, recorded also in Figure 1. The graph includes percentage 

results on efficiency with five gestures performed by three sensors. In pointing 

measurements we tried to aim with the cursor in the application at the desired 

place and monitored whether by our hand movement the cursor reached the 

intended destination. We start with Leap Motion. We went through different 

applications whether it was a desktop cursor controller or a game in which we 
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tried to select the desired button in the game menu. We aimed with our index 

finger directly above the Leap Motion sensor. The results were very pleasurable, 

the cursor almost each time stopped at the place we expected. With Myo Armband 

we had to move all our hand to point somewhere and often it was just too slow. 

Although the cursor hit the mark on 90% precision with Leap Motion, 79% with 

Myo Armband and 80% with Micorosoft Kinect. Similar results were achieved 

with Kinect and Myo Armband. One must use the whole arm to move the cursor, 

but it is meant to be so as Kinect scans the whole body recognizing the body 

joints. Nevertheless, aiming was uncouth and needed much effort same as with 

Armband. Accurately sensor in this category was without the doubt the Leap 

Motion with its 90% accuracy. Waving was different for each of the three devices. 

For Leap Motion we performed a motion with a hand very similar to petting an 

object. Leap Motion took the challenge very well, our hand gesture actions were 

followed by the expected reactions. Since Myo Armband scans the muscles, it 

does not recognize the movement of the gestures, rather their starting and ending 

position. These two gestures may seem dull, but they work very well for their 

purpose. For Kinect, we took the whole arm waving into account once watching 

the bone recognition viewing the body joints, then different crates punching 

activities with our arms. The results were ample, with no big deviations. We liked 

the performance of Kinect in waving category the most. Kinect and Leap Motion 

achived 95% success and Myo Armband only 90%. We took hand rotation 

movement as turning one’s arm around the arm’s own axis. For Leap Motion, It 

showed just a negligible error. With Myo Armband, the hand rotation movement 

was pretty nice. It noticed even the smallest changes of rotation and reacted 

accordingly. So Leap Motion and Myo Armband achieve 98% and 97% success. 

For Kinect there were only a few applications using hand rotation, so we focused 

at bone recognition with this gesture and watched whether the body joints of the 

arm are moving accordingly. With a maximal deviation 10%, they copied our 

movements. For this gesture, we decided to recommend Myo Armband. Fist 

gesture for fist recognition we decided not only to scan the process of making and 

ceasing the fist gesture but also holding the gesture and performing arm motion. It 

is one of the most used gestures within each of the three devices. Leap Motion 

offers very accurate finger detection. It sensed the closed fist or in other words the 

absence of the fingers very well, although sometimes it showed one or more 

fingers spread apart. For Myo Armband, motion recognition was not such a big 

problem, since the band tracks the muscles. The problem was if one was already 

too comfortable with a fist holding they sometimes accidentally released the grip 

for a moment. Armband calibration plays a big role here as we all have different 

sized arms. Kinect applied fist gesture mainly on holding things, similarly as Leap 

Motion, uses the grab gesture. Despite some finger leaks we selected the Leap 

Motion as the best device for fist gesture recognition. After a long software 

procedure and after 50 measurements for three devices, we finally step into the 

result evaluation. Changing the results into percentage values we made the final 

graphs as we state them in Figure 1. The results are pretty straightforward, Leap 
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Motion showed the best results. When waving is concerned the results were 

similar, we selected Kinect for a subjective reasons. Although Leap Motion had 

slightly better measured results in hand rotation, we selected Armband as the best 

due to its comfortability. In fist recognition both passive and active, Leap Motion 

provided the best results. As we can see each device is satisfactory in different 

matters. When taking the cursor controlling in front of the computer, the Leap 

Motion is the clear answer. But when controlling the cursor from distance, like it 

may be at some presentations, one should rather choose, Armband or Kinect. As 

waving has different purposes and different ways of performance through each 

device, we cannot tell which one is the best. When hand rotating the best choice is 

Myo Armband as it is very reliable and at the same time, one can just have their 

arm hanged next to their body. If we want to make fist recognition, again we 

watch the distance from the computer. Leap Motion seems as the best but only in 

close distances. 

 

Figure 1 

Summary of sensor efficiency 

3 Unity3D Engine 

In this study, we created simple programs interacting with three sensors: Kinect, 

Leap Motion, and Myo Armband. In general, we either created software using the 

official SDKs released with the respective sensors by their manufacturers (usually 

published with newer firmware versions) or we used game engines. Manufacturers 

and third-party developers produce drivers and plug-ins enabling creation of 

programs within popular game engines. Their benefits as well as their limitations 
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are described in the following chapter. As far as game engines are concerned, 

there are three key factors to be considered by programmers5. The first one is 

usability – i.e. mainly its user friendliness. The second is functionality, defining 

the exact capabilities of the particular engine. The last key factor is price. In this 

case, we should take into account what platform the final solution utilizes. 

Unity3D Engine6 and Unreal Engine7 are game-based programming environments 

currently dominating the market, which includes other engines like Frostbite, 

CryEngine or Source. In the following chapters, we evaluate these two engines 

using simple algorithms, all operating with three motion controllers: Kinect, Leap 

Motion, and Myo Armband. Authors [26] developed via Unity in cooperation with 

Kinect and Arduino The Robot Engine. Computer tracks and simulate user’s 

gestures via Kinect sensor, recognizes users voice commands and accordingly to 

the command performs a required action. A survey performed by TNW Deals8 

showed that almost half of game developers focus primarily on Unity3D. Contrary 

to C++, which is preferred by most of other engines, this engine works in C#, 

providing better scripting features, e.g. to create a game world, as well as 

advanced programming aspects [27]. Moreover, it provides UnityScript – its own 

scripting language similar to JavaScript – intended mainly for inexperienced 

programmers. 

Unity3D is multiplatform; it supports 2D and 3D scenes, including virtual and 

augmented reality. The most popular games developed in this engine are 

Assassin’s Creed, Deus Ex, Lara Croft etc. It offers thousands of free game assets. 

On the other hand, the free version of Unity3D does not provide Unity Profiler, 

which is in general intended for game optimizing. The price of the Unity Pro is $ 

1500 for lifetime support or $ 75 for a month. Authors of [28] explained how they 

developed a game called Callory Battle AR. They developed two types of the 

game: one created without a 3D game engine and the second one with a free game 

engine from the Unity3D suite. They described their challenges with augmented 

reality issues as well. Authors of [29] used Unity3D to collect large amounts of 

customer data concerning their participation in games and they used clustering and 

visualization techniques. They described a prediction model based on the 

technology acceptance model to improve the sales performance of innovative 

products. Another use of Unity3D is described in [30], where the authors 

described how they developed a robotic platform to evaluate cooperative bilateral 

telerehabilitation approaches. The main goal was to evaluate the stability and 

performance of the force reflection strategy in the cooperative bilateral 

                                                           
5 Gamesparks: Game Engine Analysis and Comparison, 

 http://www.gamesparks.com/blog/game-engine-analysis-and-comparison/. 
6 Unity 3D homepage, https://Unity3D.com/. 
7 Unreal Engine homepage, https://www.unrealengine.com/. 
8 TNW Deals: This engine is dominating the gaming industry right now, 

http://thenextweb.com/gaming/2016/03/24/engine-dominating-gaming-industry-

right-now. 

http://www.gamesparks.com/blog/game-engine-analysis-and-comparison/
http://thenextweb.com/gaming/2016/03/24/engine-dominating-gaming-industry-right-now
http://thenextweb.com/gaming/2016/03/24/engine-dominating-gaming-industry-right-now
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configuration and three robotic teleoperation techniques. In the following sections 

we describe the experience gained during the integration of three motion sensors 

with Unity3D. Step by step, we downloaded all drivers released by the sensor 

manufacturers and performed the correct installation of the employed sensors. 

3.1 Cube Movement and Color Change using Myo Armband 

Before creating a project for Myo Armband in Unity3D, it is important to import 

the package containing the SDK, available for download at the official website. 

Since every project using the engine requires the addition of a separate plug-in, 

this step is necessary as well. Then, an abstract camera – sensing moves from Myo 

Armband – and the Sun – representing natural light in the environment – appear 

on the screen. Our scenario involves a simple push of the right mouse button, 

resulting in the addition of a cube. Although writing a C# script is necessary (e.g. 

in Visual Studio), Unity3D compiles it by default and discovers the utilized 

objects. 

In our case, we use an input script to move the cube by means of a motion 

controller, the Myo Armband – support for this is built into the system. The script 

has a simple behavior: following a fist gesture, the Myo Armband vibrates. The 

cube (visible on the screen) represents the end of a simple “hand” following the 

movements. Following a wave in/out gesture, the color of the cube changes from 

green to blue. The default color can be set by a double tap, as shown in Figure 2. 

The library of Myo Armband includes gestures like fist, wave in/out, spread 

fingers, or relax.  

 

Figure 2 

Myo Armband program in Unity3D 

3.2 Cube Movement and Color Change through Kinect 

Since the Kinect plug-in is not compatible with the newest version of Unity3D, 

our first issue was to find and install a compatible version of the engine. After 

connecting Kinect to a USB port, creating a new project in C# is simple. Again, 

the addition of the SDK is required, as well as importing the package and input 

plug-ins. An existing script can be edited in Visual Studio, containing two public 
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void functions: start and update. The start function works only with a starting 

script – it can be used for setting parameters and values of variables. The update 

function is called every 10 milliseconds, as fast as Kinect senses the scene. After 

dealing with hand scanning and movement, we apply the data to the cube object 

again. In Figure 3 is shown application which copy users right hand movement. 

Box change color when user moves his hand to the left to red color, to the right to 

green color and when user hold his hand still, box is white.  

 

Figure 3 

Kinect program in Unity 3D 

3.3 Cube Movement and Color Change through Leap Motion 

Similarly, to Myo Armband and Kinect, the official Leap Motion SDK contains a 

Unity3D plug-in, which we downloaded and imported into the compatible version 

of the engine and the project directory. However, here the engine encountered a 

problem since gestures have been removed from the library. Again, the script 

included two public void functions: start and update. The first one worked only 

with a starting script, which means it can be used for a controller which, however, 

Leap Motion does not contain. Therefore, we added a Controller class to call 

particular functions and switching the controller on/off. The update function 

operates every 10 milliseconds, as fast as Leap Motion senses a scene and turns it 

into a frame. Then, the script for hand scanning and movement is put into the cube 

object and set within graphic environment. The resulting script sets the cube color 

to green, if user moves his/her hand to the left. Movement to the right changes the 

cube color to red. It is important to create materials having different parameters, 

e.g. color or a material (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 

Leap Motion test in Unity 3D 
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3.4 Unity3D Engine Conclusion 

We made three simple applications for motion sensors in Unity3D Engine and 

after that we can conclude Unity3D Engine is usable C# based programming 

environment for this purpose. We found huge support and libraries on the internet 

for Leap Motion and Myo Armband. Kinect has limited support of this 

environment and it was hardwork to find supported plugins. Work with C# and 

UnityScript is for programmer very intuitive and we can recommend this 

environment to work mainly with Myo Armband thanks to greater support and 

actual plugins. 

4 Unreal Game Engine 

As already stated, Unity3D covers almost half of the gaming industry software. 

On the other hand, there is a number of popular, high quality games created within 

another game engine: Unreal. Such games include Alone in The Dark or Tekken. 

A major difference of the two competing engines is programming language: 

Unity3D utilizes both C# and UnityScript (similar to JavaScript), while Unreal 

utilizes C++ or a graphic programming environment. This visual scripting 

environment utilizes components called Blueprints, claimed to be very user-

friendly9. Authors of [31] described their experiment with six different popular 

game engines and compared them from many points of view, e.g. supported 

platforms, language support, physics engine or forward/backward compatibility of 

particular engines. They compared GPU and CPU usage of the games created 

using the respective engines. The results revealed that the Unreal engine was one 

of the most popular engines among visual programmers. Unreal Engine 4 has 

different pricing structure than Unity3D 4. It costs $ 19 per month plus 5% 

anytime you have earned some revenue. 

4.1 Orb Jump through Myo Armband 

When creating a new project for Myo Armband within the Unreal engine, first it is 

necessary to import the binaries and the Kinect 4 Unreal plug-in10. Myo Armband 

can be used as a controller only if the input mapping is set. After performing these 

settings, we attached a character to a PhysicsBallBp blueprint. To receive Myo 

events, an interface is necessary. Then, MyoComponent was added to the 

Component. Figure 5 depicts our settings saved to DefaultInput. Next, 

MyoInterface was added, allowing the performance of poses like fingersSpread, 

                                                           
9 Pluralsight homepage, https://www.pluralsight.com/. 
10 Myo Developer blog, http://developerblog.myo.com/. 

https://www.pluralsight.com/
http://developerblog.myo.com/
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doubleTap, unknown, rest and waves. Our choice was to use “fist” to make a 

jump, as shown in Figure 6. After we played the scene, it was possible to control 

the orb’s movements in the virtual world. By performing a fist gesture, it was 

possible to make the orb jump, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 5 

Input setting for Myo Armband in Unreal 

 

Figure 6 

Blueprint for orb jump through Myo Armband 

 

Figure 7 

Orb jump controlled by Myo Armband 
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4.2 Orb Movement through Kinect 

Again, the Kinect 4 Unreal plug-in must be imported. We selected a plug-in with 

API documentation, which is a primary interface to a component-based system11. 

This should be activated through the plug-in menu. Part of the plug-in is 

developed within the Introduction environment, where we were able to test 

functionality of Kinect in Unreal. Figure 8 depicts an image from IR and RGB 

Kinect cameras. 

 

Figure 8 

Kinect 4 Unreal Introduction test 

Kinect tracking data is exposed via the Blueprint interface. Integration of Kinect 

with the Unreal engine requires the same steps as with Myo Armband or Leap 

Motion. First, the plug-in has to be downloaded into the root directory. The last 

necessary step is the configuration of the controller. In our experiment, we were 

able to sense our moving hands, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 

Kinect in Unreal Engine 

                                                           
11 Opaque homepage, http://www.opaque.media/. 

http://www.opaque.media/
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4.3 Object Movement through Leap Motion 

Similarly to the other two controllers, binaries and plug-ins – downloadable from 

an official web page as part of the official plug-in Leap Motion for Unreal 

Engine12-were added. After the first steps, we could see an environment depicted 

in Figure 10. Convenience Rigged Characters are automatically included since 

version 0.9 has plug-in content. So, in order to use these characters, we changed 

our game mode to LeapRiggedCharacter or LeapFloatingHandsCharacter as a 

default mode. We modified our pass through character by changing collision 

preset to PhysicsActor. The BasicBody_Physics Viewport allows modification 

of collision shapes colliding with the world. Here, the 

LeapBasicRiggedCharacter was used, being the only one skeletal mesh 

available for a non-virtual reality environment. Using this character allowed us to 

modify any aspect of rigging. After a few steps, it was possible to test Leap 

Motion’s features from many views, e.g. we tried to grab objects, move them from 

one place to another, or shake them in space. We made 50 tries and 45 of them 

were successful that means a 90% success rate. 

 

Figure 10 

Leap Motion in Unreal Engine 

4.4 Unreal Game Engine Conclusion 

In Unreal Game Engine we prepared three environments for three different motion 

sensors. It is not programming as in Unity3D Engine. In Unreal Engine, work with 

                                                           
12 Leap Motion Developer page, https://developer.LeapMotion.com/. 

https://developer.leapmotion.com/
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motion sensors is about setting sensors as controllers and just setting up the 

environment. Compared to Unity3D Engine environments that we tested we 

completed in 50% of the time thanks to using blueprints. Thanks to blueprints, 

actual plugins and better license terms we encourage using Unreal Game Engine 

against Unity 3D. 

5 Low-Cost Sensors in LabVIEW 

To create software for low-cost sensors like Kinect, Myo Armband or Leap 

Motion, there is a wide variety of possibilities. In addition to official SDKs or the 

already demonstrated game engines like Unity3D and Unreal, many other visual 

programming environments are available [32]. One of these is LabVIEW, 

produced by National Instruments, aimed at the development of engineering 

applications. It works with many hardware targets and programming languages, 

utilizing plug-ins or toolkits. In this environment, programmers can count on 

support for third-party devices as well as on many open-source toolkits and useful 

add-ons. The LabVIEW environment workspace contains two main parts – Front 

Panel and Block Diagram. The Block Diagram contains the graphical source code 

of the program, while the Front Panel shows graphical output of the running 

program. Objects are added using the Functions Pallete that automatically appears 

by right-clicking the block diagram workspace. Unlike Unity3D or Unreal, 

LabVIEW is not free. This is a great disadvantage in case of low-cost 

programming, even though it offers many possibilities. Nevertheless, we will 

demonstrate low-cost sensor utilization in LabVIEW as an alternative way of 

program development for industrial, or robotics applications, aimed mainly at 

small and medium enterprises [33] and for Smart Cities. The trial version and 

student license are free; however, the LabVIEW 2016 for Analysing and Signal 

Processing version costs more than 3500 €13. 

5.1 Myo Armband in LabVIEW 

Authors of [34] described recognition of six elementary hand movements in 

LabVIEW by sensing RAW EMG data of Myo Armband, while authors of [35] 

used them to control wheelchair motion. At the National Instruments forum14 and 

student competition, a student created an intuitively controlled prosthetic hand 

prototype, identifying and mimicking hand gestures. The cost of this prosthetic 

hand, utilizing Myo Armband with LabVIEW, was less than £ 300. National 

                                                           
13  National Instruments homepage, http://www.ni.com/. 
14  National Instruments forum, http://forums.ni.com/t5/LabVIEW-Student-

Design/Robotic-Hand-Control-Through-EMG-Classification/ta-p/3538008. 

http://www.ni.com/
http://forums.ni.com/t5/LabVIEW-Student-Design/Robotic-Hand-Control-Through-EMG-Classification/ta-p/3538008
http://forums.ni.com/t5/LabVIEW-Student-Design/Robotic-Hand-Control-Through-EMG-Classification/ta-p/3538008
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Instruments created a forum called the LabVIEW MakerHub15 for developers 

working with the LabVIEW environment, with a lot of helpful third-party content. 

In order to interconnect Myo Armband with LabVIEW, we downloaded Myo 

UDP to LabVIEW – this enables LabVIEW to work with an UDP stream of data 

sensed by Myo Armband’s EMG sensors, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 

Front Panel for Myo Armband with the Functions Palette open in LabVIEW 

5.2 Leap Motion in LabVIEW 

The LabVIEW MakerHub interface for Leap Motion is a free open-source 

LabVIEW add-on, which makes it easy to use Leap Motion to track hand and 

fingertip positions with sub-millimeter accuracy, to get velocity and acceleration 

vectors and to recognize gestures like swipes, taps and circles. This interface made 

it possible to read all RAW data from Leap Motion and to use them in block 

diagrams. See Figure 12 and Figure 13 for an example of this – measurement of 

hand velocity. 

 

Figure 12 

Front Panel for Myo Armband with the Functions Palette open in LabVIEW 

                                                           
15  LabVIEW MakerHub homepage, https://www.LabVIEWmakerhub.com/. 

https://www.labviewmakerhub.com/
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Figure 13 

Block Diagram for Myo Armband with the Functions Palette open in LabVIEW 

5.2 Kinect in LabVIEW 

In order to utilize Kinect within LabVIEW, again, it is required to install the 

Kinect plug-in from MakerHub or just to use the built-in Kinect API. All Kinect 

possibilities can be utilized by developers to create block diagrams such as color, 

depth, skeletal or infrared video streams, as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 

View on RGB-D map from LabView included Hand Gesture recognition 

5.3 LabVIEW Conclusion 

Work in Labview programming environment was different when compared with 

Unity3D and Unreal Game Engine mainly thanks to block diagram and front 

panel. Similar to Unreal Game Engine we spend only 50% of the time to prepare a 

fully functional application able to sense users movements and gestures. In 

Labview there are no options to prepare game environments and game 

applications but after our experience with Labview we decided to use it for our 

next experiments with motion sensors aimed toward industry and Smart Cities. 
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Conclusion 

We presented three low-cost sensors, which we used in three different 

programming environments. Kinect and Leap Motion are infrared light sensing 

depth sensors, while Myo Armband is a sensor sensing EMG skin surface signals. 

These three sensors are fully compatible with both Unity3D and Unreal engines, 

mostly used for entertainment and gaming. The sensors are also compatible with 

the LabVIEW programming environment, mostly utilized for robotics and 

industry. 

However, the free version of LabVIEW may not be used for our purposes of low-

cost sensor combination, disqualifying it from such a challenge. However, in the 

paid (expensive) version, both its usage and software development are rather easy. 

We made an experiment showing how the three motion sensors work within the 

three programming environments. In Unity3D, we used C#, in Unreal we used the 

Blueprints workspace, while in LabVIEW we used the standard front panel and 

block diagram workspace. In these environments, working with the sensors was 

comfortable and highly accurate. However, to create a low-cost sensor 

combination, Unreal seems to be the best choice. Both Unity3D and Unreal 

Engine support virtual reality and they are compatible with 2D as well as 3D and 

2D/3D worlds. Blueprints may be easily used with the Unreal engine, making this 

environment the most appropriate. The Unreal engine is the most user-friendly, 

with a wide range of capabilities and useful extensions. Even though it is said to 

be a game engine, it is a powerful programming environment. At the time we 

wrote this article, we thought Kinect would be ideal for our research needs.  

We were considering whether Leap Motion and Myo Armband would be suitable 

for our research. We are focusing on sensors that are used by both, households and 

industry. They could be part of intelligent homes, serve as a controller for 

controlling non-contact computer games, and so on. They could be helpful in 

operations and save lives like Adora and Virtualrehab. Therefore, their reliability 

is important. From an industrial point of view, their consumption is also 

important. Various development environments are used to integrate these sensors 

in different areas. For playing games, is the best way to use Unity 3D and Unreal 

Engine, and is advisable to use LabView for sensor networks development or to 

implement is Smart City. After our experiments we can say that Kinect is suitable 

for controlling games and creating simple Smart Home soloutions. We do not 

consider Kinect suitable for Smart City and industrial purposes. 
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